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Have you ever wanted to stick something funny or spooky in a scene, but not have it interfere 

with the rest of the project? Then you need Nuke and a garbage matte! What are these things? Well, 

Nuke is a compositing program people use to fine tune the final look of films and is widely used across 

many film studios. A garbage matte is essentially a mask drawn in Nuke that can help show or hide 

objects in the shot while compositing. Allow me to provide you with a step-by-step example of how they 

can work together! 

Step One: Have a beauty pass already rendered out in Maya; in other words, render something from 

Maya. 

Step Two: Open Nuke 

 

 

Step Three: Open a new Read node either by: 

• Going to the upper left corner of the UI and clicking the box with an arrow through it and selecting 

the “Read” node. 

 



• Pressing the “R” key inside the Node Graph 

• Pressing “Tab” and searching for “Read” 

o This is especially noteworthy, because although there are general hotkeys for many 

functions in Nuke, it is much easier to be able to simply search for different functions by 

first using the “Tab” key and then typing what you need. 

Once you’ve chosen to make a new Read node, select the rendered Maya pass you’ve already made to 

begin editing in Nuke! 

 

 

Step Four: Find an image you’d like to composite into your scene for funsies (or spooks) and bring it into 

Nuke the same way you brought in the Maya pass. You’ll need to have the image itself saved on your 

computer so Nuke can pull it in. 

For example:  

 

❖ If you’d like to navigate through the nodes easier, select one and press a number on the 

keyboard. Then select another and press a different number. After you’ve made your selections, 

cycle through them by pressing the corresponding numbers! 

❖ Also, if when pulling in an image you run into an unexpected white background, simply select the 

image in question and attach a Grade node. This can be done by: 

➢ Going to the tri-cut pie icon on the left-hand side of the UI and selecting “Grade” 



 

➢ Pressing “G” while in the Node Graph 

➢ Pressing “Tab” and searching “Grade” while in the Node Graph 

❖ Once that’s done, go into the Grade node and under “mask,” select “rgba.alpha” 

➢ This ensures any adjustments are made to either the foreground or background of the 

image, depending on whether it is inverted or not. 

➢ Oh, and check “Invert” so the actual character isn’t affected by the next edit 

❖ Finally, shove the “gain” down a hole to get rid of the white background! (aka set it to zero) 

 



 

Look! Now he fits! But I’m ahead of myself… 

 

Step Five: In Nuke, create a Merge node to combine the two images. This can be done either by: 

• Going to the left-hand side of the UI and clicking the layered-perspective-looking square planes 

button that says “Merge” when you hover your cursor over it, and then selecting Merge. 

 

 
• Clicking inside the lower left box area titled “Node Graph” and typing “M” 

• Pressing the “Tab” key and typing “Merge” 



Step Six: Once the Merge node is made, hook A to the foreground image, or your cryptid, and B to your 

background. There are many settings in the Merge node but keep them the way they are at the moment. 

 

 

Step Seven: Hide your cryptid by pressing “D” with its Read node selected. This will let you work with 

other things easier (like the incoming garbage matte) before we edit the image itself. 

 

• Pressing “D” with any node selected will deactivate or reactivate it 

 

Step Eight: Open a new Roto node in the Node Graph either by: 

• Clicking the pencil icon towards the left-hand side of the UI under the Read node box and 

selecting “Roto.” 

 



• Hitting the “O” key in the Node Graph 

• Typing “Tab” and searching for “Roto” after clicking inside the Node Graph 

 

Step Nine: Using the Roto node (clicking in the viewer to make moveable points), create a marquee 

around a specific object in the background you wish to hide or reveal your cryptid. This becomes your 

garbage matte. Once the marquee is finished, hook the Roto node up to the Merge node you made 

earlier by dragging the rightmost arrow from the Merge node, or its mask, to the Roto node. 

 

 

❖ If the background object is animated: 

➢ Click and drag a selection marquee around your finished shape 

➢ Scrub through the timeline 

➢ Look in the Roto panel on the right side of the screen. There should be different tabs within 

the panel. 

➢ Go into the Transform tab and use the crosshair control to adjust the roto mask. In the panel, 

click the wavy lines button next to the different options to key those adjustments as needed. 

 



Step Ten: Go into your Merge node panel and under “mask” select “rgba.alpha” so the node knows to 

only allow the part of your cryptid inside the Roto marquee to be visible. 

 

 

Step Eleven: Reactivate your cryptid’s Read node (select and press “D”) and add a Transform node to it 

either by: 

• Clicking the plus sign with arrows on the leftmost side of the UI and selecting “Transform” 

 

• Pressing “T” in Node Graph 

• Pressing “Tab” in Node Graph and searching “Transform” 



Step Twelve: Using the Transform node’s weird circle-with-a-plus control, resize the cryptid so it fits 

within the marquee made earlier with the Roto node. (My example needed the extra Grade node for the 

white background removal). 

 

 

Step Thirteen: To complete the illusion that this is a cryptid and only shows up randomly, move the 

image using the Transform node’s control out of the Roto marquee until visibility is desired. Once the 

right frame is reached where you’d like it to appear, key both the frame before and the key you’re 

currently on. The key before will be in a place away from the marquee, and the current key will be just on 

the edge of it. Do what you will with the image afterwards, but once you near the desired visibility range 

for the cryptid, simply repeat the keying process in reverse where the one key is where you’d like it to 

end and the next is where the cryptid is keyed somewhere offscreen. 

 

 

 



And that’s all there is to it! Sure, you could add some more nodes under your Transform node to change 

the colors or general look of your cryptid, but I’ll let you play with those settings on your own time. Hope 

this helped a little with your understanding of garbage mattes and Nuke! 

 

 

   

   

 


